Fashion Terms Book Assignment

You are going to get the chance to apply the fashion terms you just learned to the fashions of today! This is a chance for you to get creative. Use markers, colored pencils and anything else you want to show your style.

1. Take 7 pieces of white paper and fold them in half to make your booklet.

2. Make the cover your title page. Be sure to put your name on it!

3. Label the pages on the inside of the book with the following terms:
   - Fashion
   - Style
   - Classic
   - Fad
   - Avant-guard
   - Design
   - Trend
   - Garment
   - Retro
   - Vintage
   - Haute couture
   - Designer label
   - Mass market

4. Look through magazines and cut out at least one image for each of the terms above and glue it into your book on the page for the appropriate fashion term.

5. Next to your image, explain (using complete sentences) how that picture is an example of the fashion term.